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Abstract

Security of networked computing systems has become increasingly paramount. The daily function
of society hinges on the safe and reliable operation of these infrastructures. The detection of attack
traffic on network infrastructures necessitates experimentation on accurately modeled emulations. In
this research, a model of the Abilene topology was created using the DETERlab testbed. Network traffic
flows were emulated on top of this model. The specification of Abilene’s traffic flows could be used to
represent the network’s background traffic in scale. As this model more closely imitates Abilene both in
structure and behavior, a door to extensive experimentation is opened.

1 Introduction

Since the inception of the Internet, a door has been opened for the curious exploration of networked
computing systems. While most Internet users have benign intentions, some have more sinister motives.
Within the past few decades, the infrastructures of major institutions and world governments have existed
solely on these interconnected computing mediums. As a result, security has become more crucial than
ever. In order to successfully defend an infrastructure from attack, a detailed model of the system must
be emulated for experimentation.

This paper will explore generating a representative emulation of the Abilene network on the DETER
testbed. The experiment contains scaled down features of the actual system which can be used in con-
junction with attack traffic to develop better means of detection and prevention. Infrastructure design and
setup is the initial phase of a testbed based emulation. This stage is the cornerstone of any experiment.
Without a properly established foundation on which to perform larger scale experimentation, captur-
ing complex interactions would not be possible. To this end, I present the infrastructure for emulating
real-world network behavior observed in the Abilene Internet2 backbone network.

I have made three contributions to the completion of this project. First, I specified the layout of
the Abilene topology in the NS network-simulation language. Next, I verified that manually assigned
routing was functional. The manual specification of routing was necessary to emulate Abilene’s traffic
flows. Finally, I studied possible avenues for generating background traffic representative of the Abilene
network.

1.1 DETERlab

My experiment was designed, constructed, and executed solely on DETER. “The DETERlab1 cyber-
security testbed[4] is a dedicated network testbed facility customized for cybersecurity research.” The
DETER testbed is an Emulab based facility boasting several hundreds of nodes split between University
of Southern California - Information Sciences Institute and University of California Berkeley[3].
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2 Implementation

2.1 Network Topology

The setup of the Abilene network topology was a fairly straightforward process. I created the back-
bone nodes of the network in NS2 format. Each backbone node was paired with an external interface.
The external interfaces represent traffic to network resources external to Abilene. Originally it was in-
tended to represent the ingress(inbound) and egress(outbound) links of each backbone router with two
separate DETER nodes, however in an attempt to conserve testbed resources the two were combined
into one node I refer to as an external interface. NS is a TCL based scripting language which allowed
me to use iterative control structures. This ameliorated the need for repetitive node specification. I used
two foreach loops to create each backbone node and its ingress/egress counterpart. The looping allows
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of Abilene topology and links in DETER. The control node connect
experiment with the SEER workbench.
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for common parameter specification between groups of nodes with similar functions. There are 12 back-
bone nodes paired with 12 external interface nodes as illustrated in Fig. 2. A control node is used for
integration with the SEER workbench. Fig. 1 shows a graphical representation of the 25 nodes in the
experiment. Nodes suffixed with ‘ng’ refer to the backbone routers. Nodes suffixed with ‘ext’ are exter-
nal interfaces. Each node is running Ubuntu linux version 8.04. Links between each node were specified
line by line in the NS configuration file. This was done to allow for later customization of throughput and
latency for each specific link. Currently, the throughput for each link is 100Mb per second and latency
is ignored, but in the future we’d like to adjust these network parameters to more accurately emulate the
Abilene configuration. After the topology of the network was put into the testbed, manual routing had
to be specified. This was done to prevent flows from changing during emulation.

2.2 Routing

The specification of manual routes was a large obstacle to overcome. With the assistance of a men-
tor, this task was achieved. We obtained a routing matrix (available from http://userweb.cs.

Figure 2. Topology with External Interfaces. Second Atlanta node omitted for simplicity.
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utexas.edu/˜yzhang/research/AbileneTM/) of Abilene which contained 644 routes in a
link to link fashion. The routing matrix was derived for a set of public data obtained in a 6 month period
in 2004. A problem we encountered was converting this format of Abilene’s routes into an NS coherent
syntax. NS accepts manual routes in either a [source node] -> [destination node] [nexthop] format, or a
[source node] -> [destination link] [nexthop] format. My group and the mentors collaborated to produce
a script to interpret the routing matrix. These manual routes were appended to the NS node configuration
file to complete the specification of the Abilene network. We currently ignore routes connecting a node
to itself because the loopback interface on each node would take care of this, but may consider modeling
loop routes explicitly in the future. Consolidating the ingress and egress links trimmed the route number
to 552.

We now needed to confirm that the routes worked within the experiment. I wrote a script in bash to
check for broken routes. This logged into each node and sent four ping packets to every node excluding
itself. The script wrote the output of unsuccessful pings to a log file. We had found to our dismay that
44 of the 552 routes were not working properly. What we noticed however, was that each node could
contact each external interface. Upon further inspection it was found that each non functional route was
indeed working. When the destination node was specified by the IP address of the destination link in the
route, the ping packets returned. The affected routes ended at the Atlanta, Sunnyvale, Denver, Houston,
or Indianapolis backbone nodes. These were the only nodes which were linked four times or more. All
other nodes contained three links or less. I found that the name resolution for the aforementioned hosts
was not resolving on source machines. Host resolution information stored in the /etc/hosts file was
resolving for IP addresses on an interface not designated as the destination link associated with these
three nodes. We decided that background traffic generation would not require name resolution on the
backbone routers. The router nodes function to forward traffic to the nexthop, therefore direct communi-
cation between them is not necessary. We can add code to correct the resolution in /etc/hosts in the
future. The next goal to achieve in this emulation is background traffic similar to packet traces collected
on Abilene.

2.3 Traffic Generation

Traffic generation tools are provided in DETER by means of the SEER3 workbench. “SEER inte-
grates various tools for configuring and executing experiments and provides a user-friendly interface for
experimenters to use the tools[2].” The tools provided by SEER generate traffic based on predetermined
patterns. One such tool is Harpoon, an HTTP traffic generator commonly found in testbed implementa-
tions. Harpoon[1] can be configured to analyze a pcap4 file containing recorded traffic on a node. This
traffic is then played over the network interfaces in a manner resembling the collected traffic. Due to the
type of traffic information contained in the Abilene packet traces, these tools alone will not be sufficient
in creating an emulation of background traffic.

We used packet traces[5] recorded on Abilene which could be used as a basis for emulated background
traffic over my topology. The traces give a packet count in five minute intervals spanning the course of 24
weeks. SEER’s methods of traffic generation recreate traffic using a predetermined algorithm. Although
SEER allows for some configuration in its generation patterns, it does not offer fine controls to specify
a changing rate of packet flow. Emulating background traffic for Abilene is not possible without a
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framework which would allow this specification.

3 Recommendation

I would like to pursue future improvements in this research in several ways. The experiment can be
more accurately modeled by emulating a scaled down representation of Abilene’s link throughputs and
latencies. Currently, latency and throughput are ignored. I feel that the lack of accurate emulation in link
behavior could skew results in link based attack detection. Although the inconsistencies in hostname
resolution are not pressing to future work in traffic generation, the inability to reference a backbone
router by its hostname could hinder future experiments using my topology. Code can be added to allow
this type of communication in the future. Most importantly and perhaps most challenging, I wish to
implement a framework to accurately emulate Abilene background traffic over my topology.

4 Conclusion

Our research attained three goals. The first was the construction of the Abilene topology using DE-
TER. This was accomplished by specifying the backbone routers, external interfaces, and link informa-
tion for each node. The second was the conversion of an Abilene routing matrix into NS syntax. We
used python to read the routing information from the matrix, confirm that each route was complete, and
output the NS syntax to specify these routes in DETER. Third, we verified that the implemented routes
functioned in our emulation using bash scripting and the ping utility.
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